
Flossmoor District 161 SWOT Analysis
Survey
10 responses

Which of the following best describes your role in District 161?
10 responses

Strengths Section

Please indicated which two items you most strongly agree with
for the Strengths section.
10 responses
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Now that you have reviewed the list of strengths, feel free to add up to
three additional thoughts. If you feel that all of the strengths are
present, you can move onto the next question.
1 response

In my experience, the self-assessed 'quality' of the teaching staff is grossly over-rated

1 response

The �nancial stability is very temporary. Unless the district is dealing with the fact that expenses grow
faster than revenues, the ability to stay secure in the long run is threatened

0 responses

No responses yet for this question.

Weaknesses Section

Please indicated which two items you most strongly agree with
for the Weaknesses section.

Student diversity

Financial stability
Dedicated quality staff
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4 (40%)4 (40%)4 (40%)



10 responses

Now that you have reviewed the list of weaknesses, feel free to add up
to three additional thoughts. If you feel that all of the weaknesses are
present, you can move onto the next question.
3 responses

Inclusiveness by students of other races

Inconsistent - button it up across the district

Recognition that the historic �nancial strong underpinning is decreasing - and what to do about it

3 responses

Lack of respect for teachers and other adults

Tech - destroying our students - go back to the basics/ foundations our district was built on. Children
need school a place that is safe, calm and caring so they can �ourish

Change trends from make new to make due, with existing physical plant
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Achievement gaps

Cultural bias

Staff recruitment and
retention

Inexperienced teaching
staff

Jr High climate
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2 responses

keep offering clubs, activities and opportunities for students to connect

Making speci�c plans - setting aside funds in anticipation of declining State funding

Opportunities Section

Please indicated which two items you most strongly agree with
for the Opportunities section.
10 responses

Now that you have reviewed the list of opportunities, feel free to add up
to three additional thoughts. If you feel that all of the opportunities are
present, you can move onto the next question.
1 response

Get grade levels consistent among all schools
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Continued collaboration
amongst stakeho…

Engaging the community
to support and e…

Community and public
perceptions of dis…

21st century learning
innovations

Transitions: Elementary
to Jr High & 8…

Cultural competency
training and support
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1 response

each grade level should have a unique set of opportunities that get students to dig in

0 responses

No responses yet for this question.

Threats Section

Please indicate up to two items you most strongly agree with for
the Threats section.
10 responses
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State funding

Social media

Aging facilities

Teacher shortage

Diversity of teacher pool

Declining enrollment
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Now that you have reviewed the list of threats, feel free to add up to
three additional thoughts. If you feel that all of the threats are present,
you can move onto the next question.
3 responses

Lack of cross racial understanding

As mentioned earlier, the growth of expenditures faster than revenues is a threat; blaming the state is a
cop-out

Decreasing Tax Base.

2 responses

sanctity of Life of everyone

Impact of increasing Taxes on an ever declining number of Tax Payers

0 responses

No responses yet for this question.
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